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Abstract - In this paper, we address the problem 
of bearings-only target motion analysis of a 
target traveling in an arc of a circle with a 
constant speed from a non-maneuvering 
platform. After some considerations regarding 
observability, we propose the classical maximum 
likelihood estimator. Monte-Carlo simulations 
reveal its efficiency. A test of selection between 
two types of motion is proposed. 
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1 Introduction 

Any method of target motion analysis (TMA) needs 
parametric models of source motion and noise-free 
measurements together with a probabilistic model of the 
noise.  

 
In passive surveillance systems, the most common 
problem [3] is one based on bearing measurements 
collected by an observer moving in a plane and detecting 
a source moving at a constant velocity vector in the same 
plane (constant velocity motion or CV motion in the 
following∗). This ancient problem, called bearings-only 
target motion analysis (BOTMA), has received great 
consideration in publicly available literature for decades, 
especially regarding the two following key points: 
 

                                                      
∗ Concerning the different models of source motion, we 
encourage reading of reference [7] in which deterministic 
and probabilistic models are surveyed. For convenience, 
we will use the same acronyms to designate the motion 
model. 

 
- The analysis of observability: the maneuver of the 

observer is necessary, but not always sufficient 
([5], [6]). 

 
- The estimation algorithms, which can be recursive 

(for instance, those inspired by the extended 
Kalman filter – EKF-) or batch, which consists of 
optimizing a cost function (most of the time, the 
likelihood function whose expression depends on 
the statistical measurements model [3]). 

 
Some extensions of BOTMA have been proposed, for 
example, when frequency and bearing measurements are 
available; indeed, those “extra” measurements make the 
trajectory of the source observable even when the 
observer does not maneuver [6]. More complex models 
than CV motion (for the source) have been studied, like 
multi-leg trajectories at constant speed [9]. 

 
 In this paper, we will study the feasibility of the TMA of 
a target in a circular constant-speed motion (or CT 
motion, for constant turn [7]) when the observer has a 
constant velocity vector (CV motion) and measures 
bearings only. 
  
From our knowledge, the first mathematicians to have 
faced a very similar problem are the German Karl 
Friedrich Gauss [1] and the French Pierre Simon de 
Laplace [2]. Between the late 1700's and the very 
beginning of the 19th century, they identified the 
parameters of the elliptical orbit of an asteroid from 
angular measurements of lines of sight given by a 
telescope. They proved that with three angles collected at 
different times, they were able to recover the whole 
trajectory of the asteroid. Thus they introduced for the 
first time the notion of discrete observability in a TMA 
problem. At this time, Gauss invented the method of 
least squares. Nevertheless, the nature of this problem is 
different from the BOTMA of a CT motion since Gauss 
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knew exactly the location of one focus of the ellipse (the 
Sun) whereas the coordinates of the center of the circle 
are unknown. 

 
Recently, a Chinese team [10] proposed a 3D TMA 
method that is very similar to Gauss’s and Laplace’s 
problem. Indeed, they collect angular measurements 
from a High Earth Orbit (HEO) satellite in order to 
localize a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite. The 
trajectory of the observer is elliptical while that of the 
source is a circle whose center is known (the center of 
the Earth). 

  
The circular trajectory model was once employed in 
radar surveillance systems or in Air Traffic Control ( 
[12][7]). Today, whilst several moving bodies follow a 
circular motion (lightweight torpedoes in underwater 
environments, AUV in aerial environments), little 
attention has been paid to angles-only TMA for such a 
trajectory except sometimes for the observer motion [8]. 
A boat or a submarine follows an approximately circular 
motion when it changes its heading, but the radius of the 
circle depends on its speed, its size and its pilot. As a 
consequence, the problem of BOTMA when the source 
motion is circular is of great interest. 
 
This paper is organized as follows: 

- Section 2 is devoted to assumptions and notations. 
- In Section 3, we compute the Cramér-Rao lower 

bound (CRLB) and draw some considerations 
about observability. 

- An analysis of the performances given by the 
CRLB is done in Section 4. 

- In Section 5, the maximum likelihood estimate is 
proposed and its efficiency is verified in various 
scenarios. 

- We propose a test of selection between two types 
of trajectory (CV and CT) in Section 6. 

- The conclusion follows. 

2 Notations and hypotheses 

At time ( ) tktk ∆−= 1 , the source S is assumed to be 
traveling along an arc of a certain circle. So, its motion is 
modeled by 
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where 
- [ ]T

CC yx are the coordinates of the center of 
the circle, 

- Cρ  its radius, 
- φ  is the initial angle (relative to  North), 
- ω  is the (constant) turn rate. It is positive when 

the source is traveling clockwise. 

The observer O is located at 
( )
( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 
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, where 

[ ]T
OO yx ��  is its velocity vector (see Fig. 1). 

 
The bearing measurement equation is 

)()()( kkk tεtθtβ += , for Nk ,,2,1 �=  
 

with   
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The additive measurement noise is assumed Gaussian, 
temporally white, zero-mean; its standard deviation is  

kσ . The chosen state vector is hence 

[ ]T
CCC ωφρyxZ = . To indicate that the 

mathematical bearings )( ktθ  are a function of the state 
vector, we will use the notation ),( ktZθ . 

 
Fig. 1: Example of scenario of BOTMA with a 

circular source (the dots give one the initial positions 
of each moving body). 

3 Cramér-Rao lower bound 
and observability 

3.1 Cramér-Rao lower bound 

Under the previous assumptions, the Fisher information 
matrix (FIM) is computed with the following classic 
formula 

( ) ),(),(1

1
2 k

T
Zk

N

k
Z

k

tZθtZθ
σ

ZF ∇∇=∑
=

 

 
where ),( kZ tZθ∇  is the gradient of the measurement 
model w.r.t. the state vector. 
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In practice, the location of the source at the last time Nt  
is much more interesting. So, we replace the state vector 
with ( ) ( )[ ]T

cNSNSN ωφρtytxZ = . The 
relationship between ( )ZF  and  ( )NZF is given by 
 

( ) ( )
NN ZZ

T
ZZN JZFJZF ,,=  

with 
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the Jacobian of the transformation ZZ N � . 
 
The CRLB of NZ (respectively of Z ), denoted ( )NZB  
(respectively  ( )ZB ), is nothing other than the inverse (if 
existing) of the FIM  ( )NZF (respectively ( )ZF ). Note 
that because ( ) 1det , =

NZZJ , we have  

( )[ ] ( )[ ]ZBZB N detdet =  or in other words, the 
generalized variances are the same. As a consequence, 
the volumes of the confidence ellipsoids computed with 
the CRLB are the same (we would have come to the 
same conclusion if we had chosen any other time of 
reference). Only the orientation of the hyper-ellipsoid 
changes.  

3.2 Observability 

Unlike the classic BOTMA [6], the analysis of 
observability cannot benefit from a linearization of the 
state equation ([4][5][6]). Here, the mathematical way to 
prove observability is based on the following analytic 
fact: 

 
If P and Q  are two polynomial functions (and 

( ) 1≥° Qd ) then 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]

.0
,0,0''coscos

===⇒

∈∀=++++
γβα

φωγφωβα TtttQttP  

 
We do not detail the different steps of the calculus, due 
to lack of space. It will be given in a complete version of 
this work in the near future. Nevertheless, we can 
summarize the three main conclusions: 
 

1) If the observer is motionless, the set of circular 
trajectories engendering the same noise-free 
bearings are all homothetic to each other. 
Examples are depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. This 
remark can be extended in 3D; in this case, the 
homothetic trajectories are inside a cone. 

2) If the observer is not stationary, then the source 
is observable, whatever the scenario. 

 
3) When the trajectory is composed of a leg 

followed by an arc of circle, the time of change 
is observable.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Example of homothetic trajectories: motionless 

observer outside the circles of any sources. 

 
Fig. 3: Example of homothetic trajectories: motionless 

observer inside the circles of any sources. 

 
The third fact is of prime importance:  we can say that 
when the trajectory of the source is composed of a leg, 
followed by an arc of circle then by a second leg, this 
trajectory is observable (the arc of circle between the two 
legs is observable, hence the velocity vectors during each 
leg are as well). This is easily extended to any trajectory 
of a source composed successively of legs and arcs of 
circle by bearings only from an observer traveling at a 
constant velocity vector. 
 
In [9], we showed that when the trajectory of the source 
is composed of two legs at constant speed (and an abrupt 
change), if the direction of displacement of the observer 
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is collinear with the bisector, then the trajectory is not 
observable. This is the fundamental observability 
property of the so-called bearings-only maneuvering 
target motion analysis (BOMTMA). Fig. 4 illustrates two 
types of trajectory: in the Fig. 4.a, a case of non-
observability is plotted (the two legs are not linked by an 
arc of circle) and in the Fig. 4.b, the presence of the arc 
of circle makes the trajectory observable. In addition, 
this kind of trajectory is more realistic than a simple 
segmented line. 
 

 
(a)               (b) 

Fig. 4: (a) unobservable in BOMTMA, (b) observable 
in BOMTMA 

4 Analysis of the relative range 
accuracy 

We have investigated the accuracy of any estimate by 
way of the CRLB. The chosen performance criterion is  

( ) NNCLRB RR /σ , it is the relative range accuracy 

(given in %) at final time Nt , where NR  is the relative 
range between the observer and the source at this instant. 
We consider three parameters of interest:  

- the final range, 
- the duration of the observation, 
- the angular range.  

In all the scenarios, the observer starts its trajectory at 
the origin, its speed and its heading are 6 m/s and 90°, 
respectively. The standard deviation of the measurement 
is 0.5°; the sampling time t∆  is chosen to be equal to 4s. 

4.1 Influence of the range 

In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we show the impact of the final 
range NR  of the source at Nt .  
The trajectories of the source are given by 

[ ] [ ]T
C

T
CCC yωφρyxZ 288.0014.2==

(km, km, km, °, °/s) with 13,11,9,7,5=Cy (km). Its 
speed is hence 5.0 m/s. The total duration is 800 
seconds.  
 
The size of the 95% confidence ellipsoid augments 
linearly with the square of the average range when NR  is 
greater than 6 km. 
 

 
Fig. 5: Impact of the final range on the size of the 

95% confidence ellipsoid.  

 
Fig. 6 : Relative range accuracy at final time vs. final 

range NR . 

4.2 Influence of the duration 

The trajectory of the source is the second trajectory 
given in § 4.1. 
The 95%confidence ellipsoids have been plotted for 137 
collected measurements (or 548 s. after the start, hence 
corresponding to a trajectory shorter than the half of the 
circle), then for every 16 further measurements, up to 
310 measurements (the source has traveled around the 
complete circle) - see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 -. 
It is notable that if the trajectory of the source is shorter 
than a third of the circle, then the performance is not 
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operationally acceptable ( ( ) 85/ >NNCLRB RRσ %). When 
it is greater than half of the circle (here after 600 
seconds), then the relative range accuracy became very 
good ( ( ) 3/ ≈NNCLRB RRσ %). 

 

 
Fig. 7: Size and orientation of the confidence 

ellipsoids vs. the scenario duration. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Relative accuracy of the range vs. the scenario 

duration. 

4.3 Influence of the angular range 

We have chosen a set of ten typical scenarios defined as 
follows: 

- For the first five scenarios the angular speed is 
288.0=ω °/s (clockwise trajectory) with a 

radius Cρ  = 1 km; the observer collects 313=N  
measurements; so the total duration is around 21 
min. They are identical up to one rotation around 
the position at the final time Nt  of the observer 
The center of the circle is 10 km from the final 
position of the observer. 

- In the last five scenarios the motion of the source 
is anti-clockwise, with 288.0−=ω °/s.  

 

Fig. 9: Scenario for 288.0=ω °/s (clockwise) with 
95% confidence ellipsoid at final time. 

 

Fig. 10: Scenario for 288.0−=ω °/s (anti clockwise) 
with 95% confidence ellipsoid at final time. 

 
To synthesize all these results, we need to define the so 
called angular range as follows: MinMax θθθ∆ −=  
(modulo 360°) that is the maximum difference of the 
bearings (in a scenario).In Fig. 11, the relative accuracies 
of the final range vs. θ∆  have been plotted together. We 
conclude that the performance depends strongly on the 
quantity θ∆ , but is not significantly influenced by the 
sign of ω . 
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Fig. 11: Relative accuracy of the final range vs. θ∆ . 

5 Estimation Algorithm and 
Monte-Carlo Simulations 
results 

We have chosen the maximum likelihood estimate 
(MLE) Ẑ  which minimizes the least squares criterion  

[ ]∑
=

−=
N

k
kk

k
tZθtβ

σ
ZC

1

2
2 ),()(1)( . 

 
The Gauss-Newton routine is run for 20 iterations, then a 
Newton-Raphson routine is employed to reach it; no 
major problem during the calculation of Ẑ  has been 
noticed ( Ẑ  is reached in less than 45 iterations), except 
the necessary use of the Levenberg-Marquart when the 
Hessian is not numerically definite positive [11]. The 
initialization used in our simulation was chosen to be  

( ) ( )[ ]T
NinitNONinitNOInit βRtyβRtxZ 0001.0)cos()sin( ++=

 with 2=initR km (whereas the true value is about 6.5 
km). 
 
The returned solution must be accepted by a validation 
test which consists of comparing )ˆ(ZC  to some 
threshold. The threshold is computed assuming that 

)ˆ(ZC  is approximately Chi-square distributed with N-5 
degrees of freedom, hence approximately Gaussian 
distributed )102,5( −− NNG . So, if )ˆ(ZC  is greater 

than 10235 −+− NN  (99.5% of the population), Ẑ  
is rejected.  
 
Intensive Monte Carlo simulations allowed us to 
appreciate the good behavior of the MLE. The MLE has 

been compared to the synthetic data generated for the 
following scenario: 
 

- The observer starts its trajectory at the origin, its 
speed and its heading are 6 m/s and 90°. 

- The trajectory of the source is given by the 
following parameters : 
[ ] [ ]TT

CC yx 74.2= (km), 1=Cρ km, 
°−= 57φ , 288.0=ω °/s (equivalent to 

5=SV m/s). 
- The sampling time t∆  is equal to 4 s. 
- 200 measurements are collected by the observer. 
- The standard deviation of the data is 5.0=kσ °. 
 

The results of a 1000 run simulation are given in Fig. 12 
(the confidence level of the ellipsoids is 95%). The 
statistics have been evaluated with the 982 accepted 
estimates (98.2% of acceptance). 
Less than 44 iterations are needed to insure convergence; 
the average and standard deviation of the criterion are 
197.39 and 19.51 (when the corresponding expectations 
are 197 and 19.85). The bias of the estimated state vector 
is negligible and the empirical standard deviations are 
close to those computed with the CRLB.  
 
The CRLB and the empirical covariance matrix are very 
close: the ratio of their determinants is equal to 1. The 
relative range accuracies are ( ) 36.2/ =NNCLRB RRσ % 
and ( ) 40.2/ˆ =NN RRσ %. The MLE is hence efficient 
for this scenario. 

6 Test of models  

In this section, we are interested in the choice of the 
correct model of trajectory. Indeed, in the previous 
section, we knew that the source followed a circular 
trajectory. In reality, when measuring bearings, we do 
not know the type of the motion model. In this section, 
we face the problem of choosing the correct model 
between two: CV motion vs. CT motion. 
Note that since the observer follows a CV motion, the 
state vector is not observable when the velocity vector of 
the source is constant. So, we can partially estimate the 
state vector; this kind of TMA problem, called 
BOPTMA and described in [13], consists of estimating a 
homothetic trajectory by fixing for example the first 
coordinate of the state vector. This particular estimated 
homothetic trajectory allows one to characterize the set 
of all the estimated homothetic trajectories. 
 
We define two hypotheses: 

- CVH :  the source is in CV motion 
- CTH :  the source is in CT motion. 
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The principle of discriminating between CVH and 

CTH is the following: 
We run a BOPTMA algorithm [13] then the previous 
BOTMA for CT motion. If the criterion returned by the 
BOPTMA is less than that returned by the CT-BOTMA, 
we decide to adopt CVH (decision CVd ); otherwise 
we choose CTH  (decision CTd ). This decision is 
valid if the least criterion is less than the convenient 
threshold ( 10235 −+− NN  for the CT model and 

6233 −+− NN  for the CV model). If this condition 
is not satisfied, no decision is made. 
 
We have constructed two scenarios: one under CVH  
and the other under CTH . 

- For the two scenarios: The observer starts its 
trajectory at [ ]T20 − (km), its speed and its 
heading are 6 m/s and 10− °.  It collects 

307=N  measurements at a sampling time 
4=t∆ s; so the total duration is around 20 

min. The standard deviation is 1=kσ °. 
- Scenario CV: the initial position of the source is 

at [ ]T100 (km), its speed and its heading are 
5 m/s and 100− °  (see Fig. 13.a). 

- Scenario CT:   [ ] [ ]TT
CC yx 101−= (km), 

1=Cρ km, 90=φ ° and 288.0=ω °/s, 
equivalent to 0.5=SV m/s (see Fig. 13.b). 

 
For these two scenarios, the results, obtained through 
1000 simulation runs, are summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: performance of the model selection test 
 CVH  CTH  

CVd  97,8% 0% 

CTd  0% 98% 

No decision 2.2% 2% 
 
Remarks: 
 
When the source follows a circular trajectory, the 
previously described test is ineffective if: 

- The source is far from the observer and the 
radius of the circle is small.  

- Conversely, the source is near to the observer 
and the radius of the circle is large. 

In short, the test works properly when the bearings are 
not a monotonic series.  

7 Conclusion 

The problem of estimating the trajectory of a source in 
CT motion from a non-maneuvering platform, which 
collects bearings-only measurements, has been addressed 
in this paper. When the observer is stationary, the state 
vector is not observable (a set of “homothetic” sources 
produce the same azimuths). The relative range accuracy 
of any estimate has been evaluated via the CRLB. The 
MLE of the state vector is efficient. Finally, an automatic 
model selection test is proposed. 
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Fig. 12: Scenario and estimates obtained with a 1000 run simulation (only 982 accepted estimates have been plotted).  

 

 
(a)                             (b) 

Fig. 13: Scenario for the test of models for the source: (a) CV motion, (b) CT motion. 
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